
LESSON 5 | WE, NOT ME (4:4-12)  1

As we move through chapter four, Ecclesiastes gives us a new question to ask. The Teacher offers a whole 
new way of living. He longs to see it absorbed into our lives so that we experience a radical change in the 
orientation of our hearts and the way we see the world. He gives us a question to free us from ourselves:    
“How are we doing?” We, not I. That’s the chapter in a nutshell. We, not me.


If you can live in this world in such a way that the person or people beside you—your friend, your spouse, 
your children, the people God has put in your path—are your waking concern and your dominant focus, then 
you will find happiness. If your head hits the pillow at night full of questions about how you might help and 
serve someone else, and how you can be a certain kind of person for them, then you will find a gladness and 
contentment that nothing else can match.


As we begin, notice what the Teacher is not saying. You might expect him to say that if you live for others, 
then you’ll be more spiritual. Or more godly. It is certainly true that you will be those things, but that’s not the 
aspect of life that the Teacher paints in this part of his book. The word he uses is “quietness” (v. 6). It simply 
means rest—peace of mind and calmness of soul. It’s a word to capture the deep well-being of those who 
know their place in the world, content with the boundary lines of their life and able to enjoy the fruits of their 
labors with a cheerful heart. The way to arrive in that place of rest is to live for we, not me.


We are creatures, not the Creator, and the Teacher is out to shatter our illusion that we can be like God. We 
want to have it all, know it all, and be remembered by all for all time. No, says the Teacher; life is gift, not gain. 
So enjoy life for what it is rather than what you’d like it to be. Live it before God with reverence and 
obedience. This is the pathway to joy, even though as you walk it, there will be mystery and pain.


Chapter 4 adds a new layer to this picture. The Teacher tells us that there are two ways to live in the world. 
You can either mistreat and ignore your neighbor and so destroy yourself (4:1–8), or you can love your 
neighbor and so love yourself (4:9–12). The Teacher reminds us that the path of true joy and contentment is 
never traveled alone. We were made for relationship, to enjoy God’s gifts together. So as you eat and drink 
and take pleasure in your work, share what you have with others, serve them by putting their interests first, 
and stand by them when they are in need. We is always greater than me. It’s as simple as that.


The Rat Race (Eccl. 4:4-6) 
Our modern term, the “rat-race,” sums up the burden of these verses: envious rivalry at one extreme, an 
idle laziness at the other; and for the ambitious, a life devoted to acquiring more and more without 
satisfaction. Here the Teacher probes the human heart and the potential for us to become utterly absorbed in 
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ourselves. All this striving and toiling and constant working: it’s all motivated by me. But what about others? 
What do they need? How can I be a giver instead of a getter, a servant of others instead of lord of myself? 
When we stop and think about serving and loving our neighbor, it prevents a host of extremes: selfish envy (v. 
4), foolish laziness (v. 5), and manic busyness (v. 6). 


Verse 4 contains an incredible observation: “Then I observed that most people are motivated to success 
because they envy their neighbors” (NLT). Envy has long been considered one of the seven deadly sins, and 
for a very good reason: it is so subtle. Consider the old saying: any friend can share your sorrows and failures, 
but it takes a true friend to share your joys and successes. I imagine many of us can recall a time when we’ve 
seen a friend succeed, and we even smile and pat them on the back, but deep down we envy them because 
their success has made us feel worse about ourselves. The same can be true with failure. When a friend falls 
flat on their face, our sinfulness is such that we can watch them mess up, and even as we hug them, their 
failure makes us feel better about ourselves.


DeYoung explains, “The envious person resents another person’s good gifts because they are superior to his 
or her own. It’s not just that the other person is better; it is that by comparison their superiority makes you feel 
your own lack, your own inferiority, more acutely.” So dragging other people down and taking from them what 
they have can make us feel better about ourselves.


“The fool folds his hands and eats his own flesh” (v. 5). The Teacher now makes a deliberately extreme 
statement to illustrate the destructive effects of inward excess. Instead of embracing life and giving himself to 
others, the lazy fool gives himself to himself, so in the end all that he has left is himself—and that won’t last for 
long. There is no food in the cupboard, and he has to eat himself to survive. You’ve never seen a lazy person 
actually eat himself, but you might have seen a lazy person devour his self-control and capacity for care and, 
in the end, erase even his self-respect. They ruin themselves. Workaholics are often warned that on their 
deathbed they will not wish they had spent more time at the office. Ecclesiastes warns us that certain people 
on their deathbed will wish they had spent at least some time doing something, particularly for others.


No better is the opposite extreme of frantic ambition, those who seek “two handfuls with toil” (which is 
another way of “chasing the wind” v. 6b). Perhaps you know this kind of person—feverishly running from one 
thing to the next, and all the while trying to mask a dissatisfaction with life because they’re always working for 
tomorrow or to acquire the next prize, with one after another providing only temporary satisfaction. The 
Teacher’s point is that to live this way is like shooting yourself in one foot so that you can hop more quickly 
with the other. Why not stop and enjoy today in very real ways? Live the life you have now instead of longing 
for the life you think you will have but which you actually can’t control at all.


“Better to have one handful with quietness than two handfuls with hard work and chasing the wind” (v. 6). 
In other words, when we root out envy from our hearts, and when we realize there is a middle way between 
being lazy today and busting a gut for the future, we find tranquility. We realize that rest and peace are more 
important than wealth and success. We look down and find that only one hand is full, but we know that it is 
more than enough. As G. K. Chesterton once said: “There are two ways to get enough. One is to 
accumulate more and more. The other is to desire less.”


Living for “Me" (Eccl. 4:7-8) 
Living for we, not me, means a happier, healthier me. The Teacher continues to press this point home in 4:7–8 
with another graphic illustration of what life lived for me looks like.
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He introduces us to the company chief executive. He’s made it all the way to the top, but he lives there alone. 
Utterly alone. He has no children, no family, and no friends, and his only companions are his work and his 
wealth. But it’s not as if that is enough. When one bonus arrives, he is thinking of the next one. He can’t afford 
to have a wife and a family, because they would get in the way. Relationships would curb his output, and the 
only input he needs comes from work. 


He could buy dinner for everyone in the restaurant, but no one wants to sit with him. That’s all right, because 
he doesn’t want to sit with them either. So there he is: wealthy but not healthy, alone and lonely, possessing 
everything except enjoyment. Nothing tastes good anymore. As Samuel Johnson said, “To be unhappy at 
home is the ultimate result of all ambition.”


It’s easy to make a target out of the rich here, but the Bible is not against wealth. It’s not money that is a root 
of all kinds of evil, but the love of it (1 Tim. 6:10). Ecclesiastes says exactly the same thing in picture form: it 
is the two-handed toiling for wealth as an end in itself that is a root of evil. It grows like a vine around the 
heart, and the harm spreads in several different directions at once.


It’s possible to know the price of everything but the value of nothing. If the love of money is a root of evil, then 
Ecclesiastes—and indeed the whole Bible—has a beautifully simple solution. Here is how to sever the root 
and kill the evil: spend your money on others. Give it away. Do it regularly, gladly, generously—and you will be 
happy. Where wealthy people love their neighbors by working for them as much as themselves, and love 
them with their own hard-earned money, the beautiful by-product is that they end up loving themselves. 
They actually provide the best kind of care for themselves because they are no longer alone.


Living for “We” (4:9-12) 
For the Teacher, the value of life is not what you earn but whom you relate to. It’s not what you buy but 
what you give. The Teacher alerts us to the practical value of companionship. This is proverbial wisdom in 
poetic form, a general principle that life lived in community and mutual interdependence is better all around 
for everyone. Perhaps four are better than three, and so on. We, not me, is always going to be better for me 
than me alone. This is how God designed us to flourish. Good friends are as basic to life and health as 
knowing how to cup your hands when there’s nothing else to drink from. The most self-loving action any of us 
can perform in a lifetime is learning how to develop and sustain close friendships.


1. Two are for sharing; they are more productive, “for they can help each other succeed” (v. 9, NLT). The 
man in verse 8 had no one for whom or with whom to work. When two people work together well though, they 
accomplish more than twice as much as either one could accomplish alone. Whether in the church, 
workplace, or at home, our work is more rewarding when we share it with someone else. Who has shared with 
you and helped you succeed? Who has God asked you to share with and help succeed?


2. Two can help and support each other. Two are better than one because they can help each another in 
times of trouble. “If one person falls, the other can reach out and help. But someone who falls alone is in 
real trouble” (v. 10, NLT). We get knocked down by life's troubles. We try something and end up failing. 
Relationships get broken. Financial difficulties make us feel desperate. We fall into some debilitating sin. If 
we’re all alone, we may go down and stay down. But we’re not alone. A friend is there to lift us up with words 
of encouragement, to remind us of the love and mercy of God, and to help us get back up again. Who has 
picked you up? Who has God asked you to pick up?
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3. Two are more pleasant; they comfort one another. "Again, if two lie together, they keep warm, but how 
can one keep warm alone?” (v. 11). What he has in mind is someone traveling through the wilderness. The 
desert gets cold at night. If a traveler sleeps alone, he’ll freeze, maybe to death. But not if he has a 
companion! Two of them can sleep back to back, staying warm all night. When we grow cold, the warmth of 
friend can comfort us. Prayer, words of encouragement, and the simple presence of a friend— these are some 
of the sparks that God uses to comfort and to keep our fire burning. Who has ministered to you through their 
presence? Who is God asking you to minister to through your presence?


4. Two can protect each other. There is strength in a common cause. Cold is not the only danger travelers 
face. There was the danger of being attacked by robbers, but two can protect each another. “A person 
standing alone can be attacked and defeated, but two can stand back-to-back and conquer. Three are 
even better, for a triple-braided cord is not easily broken.” (v. 12, NLT). There’s safety in numbers. Two 
people are more than twice as hard to defeat as one. Sometimes all it takes to protect us is one person who’s 
got our back. Every partnership has three strands: you, those you are partnering with, and the common 
interest that holds the relationship together. Who has covered your back and protected you? Who has God 
asked you to cover the back of and protect?


This positive proverb concludes this short section on the benefit of community. Far from the Teacher being 
cynical about family and communal life, he recognizes its practical value in the provision of companionship, 
warmth, and security. The Teacher simply wants to ask if we are living for ourselves or for others in the midst 
of all we do. The quest for personal advancement in our fallen world can very quickly shield a person against 
ever looking at the world in this way. It’s a picture of the life less upwardly mobile being lived on the middle 
road. And it is the path to happiness. You do not have as much as you might like, but you know that you have 
more than you deserve. As one hand holds, your other one gives.


 DISCUSSION 
1. In verse 4 the Teacher says that envy and rivalry motivate people to work and succeed. Do we think this is 

true today? What examples can we think of? How much of this drives your own work efforts? (And if you’re 
willing to share, what are some things that you have envied in others?)


2. What does an attitude of contentment look like in our world? What does it look like in your life? How has 
your understanding and experience of contentment evolved over time?  

3. The Teacher transitions from talking about work in verses 4-8 to relationships in verses 9-12. Describe how 
our work and our relationships are connected. How does having a misguided view of work damage our 
ability to live in meaningful relationships with each other? 


4. “Two are better than one,” the Teacher says. Not including a marriage relationship, where have you 
experienced this in your life?


5. Based on what the Teacher says, what are some benefits of healthy relationships? Of the four benefits of 
friends and family (sharing, supporting, comforting, protecting) which do you appreciate most and why? 
Who has been an example of these things in your life and what have you learned from them?
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